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The 2017 Annual Survey chronicles many continuing developments from the previous Annual Survey along with developments in several other areas. The flow of new regulations from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) has diminished with respect to mortgage lending but encompasses many new areas as the CFPB continues to expand the scope of its regulatory and enforcement powers.

As student lending has become one of the largest sectors in consumer finance, with $1.2 trillion in outstanding loans, the CFPB has turned its supervisory and enforcement attention to allegedly unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices by various types of student-lending businesses.1 In addition, the U.S. Department of Education, which shares jurisdiction with the CFPB over student lending, has issued a “gainful employment” rule to regulate for-profit colleges’ access to federal financial aid programs on an ability-to-repay basis similar to current and proposed regulations issued by the CFPB for other types of lending.2

Developments under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) featured the obligations of data furnishers, which became one of the CFPB’s enforcement priorities during the past year.3 The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) also exercised its enforcement authority under the FCRA with respect to data furnishers’ obligations.4 In addition, the CFPB proposed an amendment to Regulation P to relax some annual privacy notice requirements, and the FTC issued a major report on big data.5

The Annual Survey reports on two sets of developments under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“FDCPA”). The first survey reports on court decisions
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that have narrowed the key definition of “debt collector” and thereby narrowed application of the FDCPA to entities that acquire debt obligations and have gone into default. The second reports on several CFPB enforcement actions against debt buyers and debt collectors that allegedly violated the FDCPA and other statutes, as well as on an FDCPA-proposed rulemaking that would, for the first time, exercise the CFPB’s power to issue regulations under the FDCPA.

The TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures Rule that was reported on in the previous Annual Survey was the subject of further proposed amendments that contain some significant changes from the final rule that was issued at the end of 2013 and became effective in 2015, along with many minor changes and technical corrections. However, many concerns that have been voiced by the mortgage lending industry remain unresolved.

During the past year, the CFPB proposed an arbitration rule that followed its issuance of an empirical study of consumer arbitration that was reported on in the previous Annual Survey. The proposed rule would prohibit class action waivers in consumer arbitration agreements and require companies that use arbitration clauses for individual disputes to submit those claims to the CFPB to allow it to monitor the fairness of the arbitration process. The rule was based on the CFPB’s preliminary conclusions that class actions are needed to protect consumers from potentially harmful business practices and that pre-dispute class action waivers block class action claims and discourage the filing of other claims.

Bank deposits and payment systems were the subject of guidance issued by the CFPB and other regulators regarding customer identification programs for prepaid cards and other prepaid access programs, preauthorized electronic fund transfers, and deposit reconciliation practices. FinCEN issued a final Customer Due Diligence Rule, and several consent orders were entered that dealt with banking practices.
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One subject that is new to the Annual Survey is marketplace lending, in which online non-bank financial companies enter into credit transactions with consumers in a way that differs from how traditional lenders make loans.\^17 The emergence of this business model has generated interest in regulating the industry among the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the CFPB.\^18 State enforcement officials have also dealt with the practices of marketplace lenders during the past year.\^19

Small-dollar lending by more traditional types of lenders has also faced scrutiny from the CFPB and state enforcement officials.\^20 The CFPB issued a proposed rule that would impose an ability-to-repay requirement on many types of small loans that currently are regulated only by state law.\^21 The CFPB has also undertaken enforcement actions against several small-dollar lenders and online service providers for such lenders, and state enforcement officials have instituted a variety of lawsuits and enforcement actions against small-dollar lenders, including those that have entered into agreements with Indian tribal lending entities.\^22

Fair lending continues to be an important litigation and enforcement area.\^23 One major development was the U.S. Supreme Court’s granting of certiorari on the question of whether local governments have standing to sue for alleged damages that stem from the discriminatory effects of mortgage lending on their residents, which could have an important impact on local governments’ ability to prosecute such cases.\^24 Enforcement actions based on alleged racial, national origin, and other types of discrimination continued to be brought by the U.S. Department of Justice, the CFPB, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development against mortgage lenders, although most such actions involved alleged disparate treatment rather than a disparate impact on a protected minority.\^25 The CFPB also entered into two additional consent orders with auto finance companies based on alleged disparate impact.\^26 State enforcement actions and developments in private litigation involving auto finance are also reported.\^27
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On the litigation front, the U.S. Supreme Court issued decisions on four issues that affect consumer finance: the Article III “concrete injury” requirement for standing to sue,\(^{28}\) whether an unaccepted offer of judgment will moot a claim,\(^{29}\) how the preemptive effect of the Federal Arbitration Act applies to a consumer arbitration provision,\(^{30}\) and whether representative evidence can be used to establish the cohesiveness necessary to certify a case as a class action.\(^{31}\)

Other important litigation developments included the continued filing, prosecution, and settlement of residential mortgage-backed securities litigation, with several settlements in the billion-dollar range being reported.\(^{32}\) Although a ruling by the Federal Communications Commission in 2015 addressed many questions about interpretation of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”) in response to petitions from the industry, the debt collection industry has challenged the ruling in court.\(^{33}\) Other issues continue to be addressed in class action lawsuits, including whether the identities of the members of a TCPA class must be ascertainable for a class to be certified.\(^{34}\) Finally, the Annual Survey reports on several putative nationwide class actions that challenge charges to borrowers for property inspections and broker price opinions made during the course of mortgage lenders’ post-default property-preservation activities.\(^{35}\)
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